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NIRC BARGE PROJECT UPDATE 
The cargo barge Bribie commenced unloading operations at Ball Bay on Monday 18th May, 
large machinery items or ‘rolling stock’ have all been cleared from the vessel and a number 
of containerised cargo items. Some new council assets cleared for use are a 60 ton mobile 
slewing crane, a large car compacting machine, council fleet trucks and 3 new forklift 
machines. There remains approximately 47 shipping containers to unload and the export 
of all containers to be loaded with legacy waste items.  

 
During heavy seas on Tuesday 19th am the tug vessel ‘Fortitude’ sustained engineering 
damage to its steering arm during operations to move Bribie further offshore. This damage 
severely restricted the ability of Fortitude to maneuver Bribie. Winds were able to 
overpower the vessel and the barge was grounded on the North west shore of Ball Bay. 
Throughout the grounding there was no significant injury to crew and no sustained damage 
to cargo or lashings.  
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Repairs were made to the steering gear on Fortitude by the crew, whilst a recovery plan 
was developed between Pacific Tugs and NIRC. The crux of the recovery operation was the 
transfer of a ‘messenger’ line from Fortitude to Bribie in 4 metre seas, with restricted ability 
to maneuver the tugboat Fortitude due to the depth of the water. Local Jet ski operator 
Dylan Quintal and swimmer Caine Henderson were engaged to ultimately be the transfer 
team for this line. Entering the massive surf and deploying the swimmer, the messenger 
line was perfectly placed across the bow of Bribie. This was recovered by the crew which 
allowed for a towing line to be transferred by powered winch between the vessels and 
attached to the robust towing bridle. On the high tide, Fortitude successfully re-floated the 
barge and maneuvered safely to deeper waters, under towage.  
 
NIRC would like to publicly thank Dylan and Caine for their outstanding ability and courage, 
leading to the success of this re-floating operation. 
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After 48 hours Bribie is still sitting on an even keel, with no increase in draft, indicating that 
the stability of the vessel is unencumbered by a small number of hull penetrations. Diving 
inspections continue. Its likely cargo work will continue in Ball Bay in the next suitable 
weather window. Looking to be early next week. All the community support through this 
process has been outstanding and NIRC is happy to continue to deliver the remaining cargo 
and project success. 
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